BEFORE THE NEW MEXICO PUBLIC REGULATION COMMISSION

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION )
OF PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF NEW )
MEXICO FOR PRIOR APPROVAL OF )
THE ADVANCED METERING )
INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT, )
DETERMINATION OF RATEMAKING )
PRINCIPLES AND TREATMENT, AND )
ISSUANCE OF RELATED ACCOUNTING )
ORDERS )

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF NEW )
MEXICO, )

Applicant )

Case No. 15-00312-UT

FINAL ORDER

THIS MATTER comes before the New Mexico Public Regulation Commission (“Commission” or “NMPRC”) on the March 19, 2018 Recommended Decision issued by Hearing Examiner Ashley Schannauer on Public Service Company of New Mexico’s (“PNM”) February 26, 2016 APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL OF ADVANCED METERING INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT (“Application”).

The Commission, having considered the Application, and being otherwise duly informed,

FINDS:

1) The Commission has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of this case.

2) Reasonable, proper and adequate notice of this case has been given.

3) The statement of the case, discussion, and all findings and conclusions contained in the Recommended Decision should be adopted and incorporated by reference as findings of fact and conclusions of law of the Commission.
4) The Commission should not exercise its discretionary authority to approve PNM's Application. The plan presented in the Application does not provide a net public benefit and it does not promote the public interest.

5) Advice Notice No. 522 should be disapproved.

**IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:**

A. The statement of the case, discussion, and all findings and conclusions contained in the Recommended Decision are hereby adopted and incorporated by reference as findings of fact and conclusions of law and order of the Commission

B. PNM's Application is disapproved.

C. Consistent with PNM's statement in its Statement on Exceptions that it will continue to evaluate implementation and AMI technology, PNM should include in its next Energy Efficiency Plan application a proposal on the inclusion of an AMI pilot project.

D. Advice Notice No. 522 is disapproved.

E. Copies of the Commission's Final Order shall be sent to all persons on the attached Certificate of Service.

F. This Docket is closed.
ISSUED at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this 11th day of April, 2018.

NEW MEXICO PUBLIC REGULATION COMMISSION

SANDY JONES, CHAIRMAN

CYNTHIA B. HALL, VICE CHAIR

VALERIE ESPINOZA, COMMISSIONER

PATRICK H. LYONS, COMMISSIONER

TELEPHONICALLY APPROVED

LYNDA LOVEJOY, COMMISSIONER
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Final Order issued by the New Mexico Public Regulation Commission on April 11, 2018, was sent via email on April 11, 2018 to the individuals listed below:

Stacey J. Goodwin  
Ryan Jerman  
Richard Alvidrez  
Mark Fenton  
Steve Schwebke  
Steven S. Michel  
Douglas Howe  
Glenda Murphy  
Charles F. Noble  
Adam Bickford  
Ramona Blaber  
Don Hancock  
Jane L. Yee  
Tony A. Gundle  
Joseph Yar  
Alicia Armijo  
Justin Lesky  
Stacey_goodwin@pmresources.com;  
Ryan.Jerman@pmresources.com;  
RAlvidrez@mslslaw.com;  
Mark.Fenton@pmresources.com;  
Steven.Schwebke@pm.com;  
Smichel@westernresources.org;  
Doug.howe@dhacconsulting.us;  
Gmurphy@westernresources.org;  
Noble.ccac@gmail.com;  
sabickford@swenergy.org;  
Ramona.blaber@sierraclub.org;  
sridon@earthlink.net;  
jyee@cabq.gov;  
TGundle@cabq.gov;  
jyar@nmag.gov;  
aarmijo@nmag.gov  
jlesky@leskylawoffice.com;  
Stephanie Francisco  
Andrea Crane  
Doug Geggax  
Arthur Firstenberg  
Glen Henderson  
Michael Blanshan  
Peter Gould  
Richard C. Mertz  
James R. Dauphinais  
Cydney Beadles  
Jack Sidler  
Heidi Pitts  
Charles Gunter  
Michael C. Smith  
Thomas Manning  
Katie Singer  
sfrancisco@nmag.gov;  
ctcolumbia@aol.com  
dgegax@nmsu.edu;  
Bearstar@fastmail.fm;  
scqigong@hotmail.com;  
michaelblanshan13@gmail.com;  
pgouldlaw@gmail.com;  
remertz7@outlook.com;  
jdauphinais@consultbni.com;  
Cydney.beadles@state.nm.us;  
Jack.Sidler@state.nm.us;  
Heidi.pitts@state.nm.us;  
Charles.Gunter@state.nm.us;  
Michael.smith@state.nm.us;  
cfreecleanenergy@yahoo.com;  
katie@kathlesinger.com;

DATED April 11, 2018.

NEW MEXICO PUBLIC REGULATION COMMISSION

[Signature]

Kathleen M. Segura, Law Clerk